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The fermion doubling theorem plays a pivotal role in Hermitian topological materials. It states, for example,
that Weyl points must come in pairs in three-dimensional semimetals. Here, we present an extension of the
doubling theorem to non-Hermitian lattice Hamiltonians. We focus on two-dimensional non-Hermitian sys-
tems without any symmetry constraints, which can host two different types of topological point nodes, namely,
(i) Fermi points and (ii) exceptional points. We show that these two types of protected point nodes obey dou-
bling theorems, which require that the point nodes come in pairs. To prove the doubling theorem for exceptional
points, we introduce a generalized winding number invariant, which we call the discriminant number. Impor-
tantly, this invariant is applicable to any two-dimensional non-Hermitian Hamiltonian with exceptional points
of arbitrary order, and moreover can also be used to characterize non-defective degeneracy points. We illustrate
our results by discussing several examples that can be realized in, e.g., photonic cavity arrays.
Fermion doubling theorems1 are an important concept in
the topological band theory of condensed matter physics2–5.
They state that topological point nodes in the energy spec-
trum of lattice Hamiltonians must come in pairs. Thereby
they prevent the occurrence of quantum anomalies in lattice
systems. This is because for a single point node, the low-
energy physics is described by a field theory with a quan-
tum anomaly, while for two point nodes the anomalies can-
cel. Well known examples of doubled point nodes include
the two Dirac points of graphene6 and the two Weyl points of
magnetic Weyl semimetals4,7. While the doubling theorems
must be fulfilled in the bulk of any lattice Hamiltonian, they
may be violated on a lattice surface. For example, the three-
dimensional topological insulator with time-reversal symme-
try exhibits a single Dirac point with parity anomaly on its sur-
face8. These anomalous surface states lead to unusual physi-
cal responses and give a powerful diagnostic of the nontrivial
bulk topology9,10.
Recently, topological band theory has been extended to
non-Hermitian Hamiltonians11–60, which can be realized in,
e.g., photonic cavity arrays61–64, and provide effective de-
scriptions of non-equilibrium systems30,65, where energy is
not conserved due to, e.g., dissipation or particle gain and
loss. In contrast to the Hermitian case, two-dimensional (2D)
non-Hermitian Hamiltonians can exhibit three different types
of point nodes, namely (i) Fermi points (FPs), (ii) excep-
tional points (EPs), and (iii) non-defective degeneracy points
(NDPs). Both at an EP and at an NDP two (or more) energy
bands become degenerate at a degeneracy point (DP). How-
ever, at an EP the corresponding eigenstates coalesce66 (be-
come identical), while at an NDP the eigenstates remain dis-
tinct. For this reason, non-Hermitian Hamiltonians at EPs are
non-diagonalizable and can only be reduced to Jordan block
forms66. In the absence of symmetry, both FPs and EPs can
be topologically stable in 2D, meaning that these point nodes
cannot be removed by perturbations28,32,43,48. NDPs on the
other hand, are unstable, since they can be deformed into EPs
by arbitrarily small deformations.
The physics of EPs has recently attracted a lot of atten-
tion31,67–92, in particular in the context of photonic platforms,
where they have many interesting applications, for example,
as optical omnipolarizers93, or as sensors with enhanced sen-
sitivity72,82. While the occurrence and stability of FPs and
EPs has been studied in various settings, the existence of dou-
bling theorems for these topological point nodes remains un-
known. In this Letter we derive doubling theorems for FPs and
EPs in 2D periodic lattice Hamiltonians without any symme-
try constraints. For that purpose, we consider a non-Hermitian
HamiltonianH(k) possessing well-separated complex energy
bands, except for some possible DPs, which are either EPs
or NDPs. The proof of the doubling theorems relies on the
fact that both FPs and EPs carry nonzero topological charges,
whose sum must vanish in the entire Brillouin zone (BZ) due
to its periodicity, i.e., ∑
ki∈BZ
C(ki) = 0, (1)
where C(ki) is the topological charge of an FP or EP located
at ki in the BZ. The charges C(ki) are defined in terms of
an integral of some topological charge density, along a closed
contour that counterclockwise encircles the FP or EP. Equa-
tion (1) then follows by continuously deforming the integra-
tion contours to the boundary of the BZ. We find that for FPs
the appropriate charge density is the logarithmic derivative of
det[µ − H(k)], while for EPs it is the logarithmic derivative
of the discriminant of H(k). We illustrate our findings with
several examples that can be potentially realized in various
metamaterials, e.g., in photonic cavity arrays or in electric cir-
cuit lattices. We also show that the doubling theorems can be
violated at surfaces of 3D inversion-symmetric or reflection-
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FIG. 1. In the 2D BZ, Fermi points (black points) are located at
the crossings of the red line (Refµ(k) = 0) and the blue line
(Imfµ(k) = 0). The grey arrows display the orientation of the vector
field (Refµ(k), Imfµ(k)). Panel (b) shows that a small perturbation
does not destroy the Fermi points.
symmetric systems. These can host single FPs or EPs on their
surfaces, which, however, must be accompanied by Fermi
lines or exceptional lines in the bulk. Finally, we demonstrate
by several examples that EPs do not need to be branch point
singularities, contrary to previous reports17.
Doubling theorem for FPs.— We start with the doubling
theorem for FPs of generic 2D non-Hermitian Hamiltonians
H(k) with complex energy bands Ei(k). The FPs of H(k)
are defined as those points kjF in the BZ, where the complex
chemical potential µ intersects with one of the energy bands
Ei(k), i.e., µ−Ei(kjF ) = 0 for some i. By choosing a proper
basis, each entry of H(k) is single-valued in the entire BZ.
The location of the FPs can then be obtained from the charac-
teristic polynomial ofH(k)
fµ(k) ≡ det(µ−H(k)) =
∏
i
(µ− Ei(k)). (2)
That is, the FPs are located at those kjF where fµ(k
j
F ) = 0.
Since fµ(k) is a complex function, this gives the two condi-
tions
Refµ(k
j
F ) = 0 and Imfµ(k
j
F ) = 0, (3)
whose solutions yield two line loops in the 2D BZ, see
Fig. 1(a). The crossings of these two loops give the positions
of the FPs. Pictorially, we can see that the two loops must
cross each other an even number of times, thereby suggest-
ing a doubling theorem for FPs. Moreover, we observe from
Fig. 1(b) that small perturbations only shift the paths of the
loops, but do not remove the FPs.
These observations can be made more precise using the
mathematical formalism of topological invariants. For this
purpose we define the global winding number invariant
W (kjF ) =
i
2pi
∮
Γ(kjF )
dk · ∇k ln det[µ−H(k)], (4)
where the integration path Γ(kjF ) is a loop encircling k
j
F
counterclockwise, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Since det[µ−H(k)]
is single-valued in the entire BZ, the winding number W (kjF )
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FIG. 2. The integration paths Γ(kjF ) of Eq. (4), or Eq. (8),
[panel (a)] can be continuously deformed to the boundary of the BZ
[panel (c)], without passing through any singular point. The blue
(red) dots represent Fermi points, or degeneracy points, with positive
(negative) topological charge.
is quantized to nonzero integers, which endows the FP at kjF
with a topological charge. The integration path Γ(kjF ) in
Eq. (4) cannot be smoothly shrunk to a single point, due to the
presence of a singularity at the FP. This guarantees the topo-
logical stability of the FP and protects it against gap opening,
even in the presence of perturbations. To derive the doubling
theorem for FPs, we sum over the winding numbers of all FPs
in the BZ∑
kjF∈BZ
W (kjF ) =
i
2pi
∮
∂BZ
dk · ∇k ln det[µ−H(k)] = 0.
(5)
The above sum must vanish, because the integration paths
of Eq. (4) can be continuously deformed to the BZ bound-
ary ∂BZ, as the FPs are the only singularities in the inte-
grand (see Fig. 2). Hence, each FP with a positive topological
charge must be accompanied by an FP with negative topolog-
ical charge. This proves the doubling theorem (1) for FPs in
2D non-Hermitian systems.
Examples of doubled FPs.— We use two examples to
demonstrate the topological properties of the FPs. First, we
consider a one-band model described by the Bloch Hamilto-
nian H(k) = cos kx + cos ky − 3/2 + i sin kx, with chem-
ical potential µ = 0. Solving fµ=0(k
j
F ) = 0, we find that
this model has two FPs located at k±F = (0,±pi/3), where|E(k)| = 0. At these two FPs there is a vortex singularity
in the phase structure of fµ(k), see Fig. 3(a). The two FPs
have winding numbers W (k±F ) = ∓1, thereby satisfying the
doubling theorem, as discussed above. Second, we study a
two-band Hamiltonian, given by
H(k) = h0(k)σ0 + h(k) · σ, (6)
where h0(k) = 12 sin ky, hx(k) = sin kx− i, hy(k) = sin ky ,
and hz(k) = cos kx + cos ky − 2. With chemical po-
tential µ =
√
3/4, this example has two FPs located at
k−F = (0,−0.479pi) and k+F = (0, pi/3) with winding num-
bers W (k±F ) = ∓1, such that the doubling theorem is sat-
isfied [Fig. 3(b)]. The energy spectrum of H(k) is given
by E±(k) =
sy
2 ±
√
5− 4(cx + cy) + cx+y + cx−y − 2isx,
where cx/y = cos kx/y , sx/y = sin kx/y , and cx±y =
cos(kx ± ky). This spectrum is multi-valued and exhibits a
branch cut that is terminated by two EPs, located at (0,±pi/3)
with energies E − µ = 0 and E − µ = −√3/2, respectively.
3(a) (b)
FIG. 3. Absolute value of the complex energy bands |E(k)| (red
and blue surfaces) and vector field of the characteristic polynomial
(Refµ(k), Imfµ(k)) (black arrows) for (a) the one-band model and
(b) the two-band model. The black and green points are Fermi points
and exceptional points, respectively. The black arc in (b) represents
the branch cut that connects the two exceptional points.
The fact that one of the EPs coincides with one of the FPs
is purely accidental. In general EPs and FPs of generic non-
Hermitian Hamiltonians are at different positions. We also
note that EPs do not need to be located at the end of branch
cuts and vice versa, branch cuts do not need to be terminated
by EPs, as will be demonstrated below.
Discriminant and DPs.— Next, we turn to DPs of generic
non-Hermitian Hamiltonians and explain how they can be
found in an efficient manner using the discriminant of the
characteristic polynomial fE(k). Here, fE(k) is defined as
in Eq. (2), but the chemical potential µ is replaced by the en-
ergy E. A DP occurs at kD when Ei(kD) = Ej(kD) for
some i 6= j. Hence, the polynomial fE(k) must have a dou-
ble (or multiple) root at kD. Moreover, the discriminant of
fE(k), which is defined as
DiscE [H](k) =
∏
i<j
[Ei(k)− Ej(k)]2 , (7)
must vanish at kD. i.e., there is a DP at kD, if and only if
DiscE [H](kD) = 0. As it turns out, the DPs are computed
more efficiently from the zeros of the discriminant, rather than
by explicitly calculating all roots of fE(k). This is because
the discriminant can be computed directly from the determi-
nant of the Sylvester matrix of fE(k) and ∂EfE(k), see sup-
plemental materials (SM)94. Hence, determining the zeros of
DiscE [H](k) is an efficient way to find all DPs in the entire
BZ at any energy95.
The discriminant has the additional advantage of being sin-
gle valued, since the coefficients of fE(k) are single-valued.
This property is key to define a quantized invariant in terms of
DiscE [H](k) and to prove the doubling theorem of DPs. Be-
fore doing so, let us first give an illustrative argument for why
DPs must satisfy a doubling theorem. As in the case of Eq. (3),
we note that zeros of the discriminant must satisfy the two
constraints Re(DiscE [H](k)) = 0 and Im(DiscE [H](k)) =
0. The solutions to these two equations are two line loops
in the 2D BZ, whose crossings give the positions of the DPs.
Since two loops in a periodic BZ generally cross each other
an even number of times, DPs must come in pairs and satisfy
a doubling theorem.
Finally, we remark that in the absence of extra symmetries,
DPs have in general only two-fold degeneracy. That is, any
DP with higher degeneracy can be split into multiple two-fold
degenerate DPs by an infinitesimally small perturbation94. For
this reason we focus in the following only on two-fold degen-
erate DPs.
Doubling theorem for DPs.— The invariant that character-
izes the topology of DPs, which can be EPs or NDPs, is given
in terms of a contour integral over the discriminant,
ν(klD) =
i
2pi
∮
Γ(klD)
dk · ∇k ln DiscE [H](k), (8)
where Γ(klD) is a loop encircling the DP at k
l
D. Since
DiscE [H](k) is single valued, this invariant is a quantized
winding number, which we call the discriminant number.
The mathematical structure is almost identical to the wind-
ing number (4) characterizing FPs. The only difference is
that det[µ − H(k)] in the integrand of Eq. (4) is replaced by
DiscE [H](k). A nonzero quantized value of ν guarantees the
stability of DPs against gap opening. Using Eq. (8) we can
identify, in a computationally efficient manner, any stable DP
between any pair of bands94. To obtain the doubling theorem
for DPs, we sum over the discriminant numbers of all DPs in
the BZ∑
klD∈BZ
ν(klD) =
i
2pi
∮
∂BZ
dk ·∇k ln DiscE [H](k) = 0. (9)
Since the DPs are the only singularities in the integrand of
Eq. (8), the integration paths in this sum can be continuously
deformed to the BZ boundary ∂BZ, see Fig. 2. Hence, the
above sum must vanish and, therefore, the discriminant num-
ber of the DPs must cancel pairwise. This proves the doubling
theorem (1) for DPs.
We note that the topology of DPs formed by two bands
has previously been characterized using the vorticity invari-
ant32,48,
νij(k
l
D) = −
1
2pi
∮
Γ(klD)
∇k arg [Ei(k)− Ej(k)] · dk, (10)
where i and j label the two bands and arg(z) = −i ln(z/|z|).
We find, after some algebra94, that the discriminant number
is equal to the vorticity invariant summed over all pairs of
distinct bands, i.e., ν(klD) =
∑
i 6=j νij(k
l
D).
Examples of doubled DPs.— We use three examples to il-
lustrate the doubling theorem for DPs and to show that only
EPs are generically stable, while NDPs can be deformed to
EPs by arbitrarily small perturbations. The first example is
Hamiltonian (6), which exhibits two EPs at (0,±pi/3). Using
Eq. (8) we find that these two EPs have discriminant numbers
ν = ±1, thereby obeying the doubling theorem.
The second example contains two NDPs and is given by the
two-band Hamiltonian
H(k) =
(
0 F (k)
G(k) 0
)
, (11)
where F (k) = sin2 kx− 12 sin2 ky+2i sin kx sin ky+cos ky−
1 and G(k) = sin kx + i sin ky + cos ky − 1. The energy
4DP type ν Stability in 2D No. of conditions
EP 0 split / gapped 3
EP ±1 stable 2
EP ±N (N ≥ 2) split N(N + 1)
NDP 0 split / gapped 6
NDP ±1 split 12
NDP ±2N(N ≥ 1) split 3N(N + 1)
NDP ±(2N + 1)(N ≥ 1) split (3N + 1)(N + 2)
TABLE I. Number of conditions that must be satisfied to form stable
EPs and NDPs with discriminant number ν. In two spatial dimen-
sions, without extra symmetry constraints, only EPs with ν = ±1
are stable. EPs are always more stable than NDPs, since for a given
ν more conditions must be satisfied to from NDPs than EPs.
spectrum is E±(k) = ±
√
F (k)G(k) and the characteristic
polynomial reads fE(k) = E2 − F (k)G(k). From this we
obtain the discriminant DiscE [H](k) = 4F (k)G(k), which
has zeros at (0, 0) and (pi, 0) corresponding to two NDPs.
Using Eq. (8), we find that these two NDPs have ν = ±1,
thereby satisfying the doubling theorem. We notice that these
two NDPs are end points of a branch cut, demonstrating that
branch cuts do not need to be terminated by EPs. However,
this is an unstable situation, since the infinitesimally small
perturbation δσz turns the NDPs into EPs.
The third example contains one NDP and one EP and is
described by the following Hamiltonian
H(k) =
(
A(k) B(k)
0 −A(k)
)
, (12)
where A(k) = 1 − cos kx − cos ky + i sin kx and B(k) =
1− sin ky . The energy spectrum is E±(k) = ±A(k) and the
characteristic polynomial reads fE(k) = E2 − A2(k), from
which we obtain the discriminant DiscE [H](k) = 4A2(k).
Solving for the zeros of the discriminant, we find two DPs
located at (0,±pi/2). The DP at (0,−pi/2) is an EP with dis-
criminant number ν = −2, while the DP at (0,+pi/2) is an
NDP with ν = +2, such that the doubling theorem is satis-
fied. We observe that the EP does not terminate a branch cut,
since the energy spectrumE±(k) is single-valued in the entire
BZ. But this is a fine-tuned situation, which is destabilized by
the infinitesimally small deformation ησx. This perturbation
splits the NDP and the EP each into two EPs with ν = ±1,
which become end points of branch cuts.
In general, a two-fold degenerate EP with ν = ±1 is always
a branch cut termination of the energy spectrum (See the proof
in SM94 and cf. [17]).
NDPs are unstable.— From the insights gained by the
above examples, we proceed to prove that NDPs are unstable,
i.e., they can be deformed into EPs by generic perturbations.
To this end, we consider the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
H(k) = H0(k) + δH(δk), (13)
whereH0(k) has an NDP at kD with energyED and discrim-
inant number ν 6= 0, formed by the first two bands E1(k) and
E2(k). Moreover, δH(δk) represents a generic small pertur-
bation of the NDP, which is nonzero only at kD and in its
vicinity kD ± δk. Within first order perturbation theory, δH
deforms the two degenerate energy levels around δk as
Heff(δk) = Edσ0 + δ(δk) · σ, (14)
with δ(0) 6= 0, yielding the perturbed energy levels
E′1/2(δk) = Ed ±
√
δ21(δk) + δ
2
2(δk) + δ
2
3(δk). All other
energy levels are distorted to
E′i(δk) = Ei(kD + δk) + ∆ii(δk), for i > 2, (15)
where ∆ij(δk) = 〈φ¯i|δH(δk)|φj〉 and 〈φ¯i| and |φi〉 are the
left and right biortohogonal eigenstates of H(kD), respec-
tively. Inserting these expressions into Eq. (7), we find that
δH deforms the discriminant around kD to
DiscE [H](kD + δk)
= [E′1(δk)− E′2(δk)]2
∏
2<i<j
[Ei − Ej + ∆ii −∆jj ]2
×
∏
2<i
[E′1(δk)− Ei −∆ii]2 [E′2(δk)− Ei −∆ii]2 . (16)
For sufficiently small δH, only the first factor can become
zero, while the other factors are nonvanishing. Hence, in order
for a DP (i.e., an NDP or EP) to exist in the presence of δH
we must have
[E′1(δk)− E′2(δk)]2 = 4[δ21(δk) + δ22(δk) + δ23(δk)] = 0,
(17)
at some δk. For an EP this is a sufficient condition, while
for an NDP all δi must be zero individually, such that Heff
remains diagonalizable. Hence, this gives two conditions for
the existence of an EP and six conditions for the existence
of an NDP. In two dimensions, with two momenta δkx and
δky , only two conditions can be satisfied simultaneously, such
that only EPs can form, whereas NDPs are in general absent.
Furthermore, the NDP of H0 with ν 6= 0 cannot vanish the
generic perturbation δH; thus, the NDP must be deformed
into one or several EPs.
By refining the above arguments, we can derive the precise
number of conditions that must be satisfied to form an NDP
or an EP with a given ν, for details see SM94. The results of
this analysis are summarized in Table I. We observe that in
two dimensions only EPs with ν = ±1 are stable. NDPs and
EPs with |ν| > 1 are split into several EPs with |ν| = 1 by
small perturbations. Symmetries, however, can decrease the
number of conditions, such that NDPs and EPs with |ν| > 1
become stable.
Doubling theorem for EPs.— Taking together the above re-
sults, we conclude that in two dimensions the only stable DPs
are EPs with ν = ±1. Allowing for generic perturbations,
these EPs must come in pairs with opposite discriminant num-
ber ν.
Anomalous FPs and EPs at surfaces.— We close this Let-
ter by discussing anomalous FPs and EPs (or DPs) at surfaces,
which violate the doubling theorems. Surfaces of 3D systems
can be viewed, in a sense, as one half of 2D bulk systems. As
a consequence, surfaces can host, in principle, an odd number
of FPs or EPs, thereby breaking the doubling theorems. This
5is known to occur in Hermitian topological systems, for ex-
ample, at surfaces of 3D topological insulators, which exhibit
single Dirac points, both at the top and the bottom surfaces,
with opposite topological charges8.
In general, there is a symmetry which relates the top and
bottom surfaces of a given 3D system. For concreteness, let
us consider two surfaces that are related by reflection or inver-
sion, which act on the two surface Hamiltonians as
P±Htop(kx, ky)P−1± = Hbot(±kx,±ky), (18)
where P± is a unitary operator implementing reflection (+) or
inversion (-). Focusing on surface EPs, we now let symme-
try (18) act on the discriminant number ν, Eq. (8). From this
we find that ν summed over all EPs at the top surface is equal
to ν summed over all EPs at the bottom surface, i.e.,∑
klD∈BZtop
ν(klD) =
∑
klD∈BZbot
ν(klD). (19)
Hence, as opposed to 3D topological insulators, the topologi-
cal charges of the EPs on the top and bottom surfaces do not
cancel. Therefore, there must exist additional EPs in the 3D
bulk which compensate the nonvanishing sum of the discrimi-
nant numbers on the two surfaces. In fact, since ν is defined in
terms of a line integral, there must exist entire lines of EPs in
the 3D bulk96. Therefore, if there are surface EPs violating the
doubling theorem, the 3D bulk must be gapless and contain at
least one exceptional line.
By a similar derivation, we can prove the same property
also for surface FPs. That is, if there are surface FPs violating
the doubling theorem in an inversion or reflection-symmetric
system, the bulk must be gapless and must have at least one
exceptional Fermi line. In the SM94 we present an example
of a 3D non-Hermitian lattice model, which exhibits these
anomalous surface EPs and FPs together with bulk Fermi lines
and exceptional lines.
Conclusion.— In summary, we have derived doubling the-
orems for FPs and EPs in generic 2D non-Hermitian lattice
Hamiltonians. To derive the doubling theorem for exceptional
points we have introduced a new topological invariant, which
we call the discriminant number. This discriminant num-
ber endows EPs with a quantized topological charge, thereby
guaranteeing their stability against perturbations. The dou-
bling theorem ensures that a single EP of first order must be
accompanied by another first-order EP with opposite topo-
logical charge as all of the energy bands are taken into ac-
count. We have shown that 2D non-Hermitian Hamiltonians
with fine-tuned parameters can also exhibit higher-order EPs
or non-defective degeneracy points. These are, however, un-
stable and can be removed by arbitrarily small perturbations,
which gap them out or split them into EPs of first order. We
have also demonstrated by several examples that EPs do not
need to be end points of branch cuts, and vice versa, that
branch cuts do not need to be terminated by EPs. The ac-
curate relation should be that a two-fold degenerate EP with
±1 discriminant number must be a branch cut termination.
Last but not least, we have shown that the doubling theorems
can be violated at surfaces of 3D inversion or reflection sym-
metric systems, which can support single EPs or FPs. How-
ever, these anomalous surface EPs or FPs must be accompa-
nied by exceptional lines or Fermi lines in the bulk, such that
the sum of the topological charges cancels. Extensions of the
doubling theorems to higher dimensions and symmetry con-
strained Hamiltonians, as well as their applications to various
physical systems, will be presented in future works.
Note added.—Upon submission of this manuscript we be-
came aware of a related preprint97, which makes use of the
discriminant to classify non-Hermitian Hamiltonians.
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These supplementary materials (SM) are organized as follows. In Sec. I we review some mathematical properties of the
discriminant, which are important for calculating the discriminant number ν and for proving the doubling theorems. We also
give some examples on how to use the discriminant to find DPs. In Sec. II the splitting of three-fold degenerate EPs into two-
fold degenerate EPs by generic petrubations is discussed in terms of an example. In Sec. III we derive the relation between the
discriminant number (8) and the vorticity invariant (10). In Sec. IV, we show a two-fold degenerate EP is always a branch cut
termination of the energy spectrum. In Sec. V we determine the number of conditions that must be satisfied to form NDPs and
EPs with discriminant number ν. In Sec. VI we present an example of a non-Hermitian lattice Hamiltonian with surface EPs
and FPs that break the doubling theorems.
I. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF THE DISCRIMINANT
The discriminant DiscE [H](k) of the characteristic polynomial fE(k) of H(k) is the key quantity that we use in the main
text to define the discriminant number ν and to characterize DPs. The characteristic polynomial of the Bloch HamiltonianH(k)
is defined as
fE(k) = det[E −H(k)] =
n∏
i=1
[E − Ei(k)], (20)
where Ei(k) is the ith eigenvalue of the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H(k). The band structure of H(k) has a DP at kD
whenever Ei(kD) = Ej(kD) for some i 6= j. In this section we show that such a band degeneracy occurs if and only if
DiscE [H](kD) = 0. We also show how the zeros of the discriminant, and hence the DPs of H(k), can be computed in an
efficient manner from the Sylvester matrix99–101. We apply these results to several examples. To simplify the notation we relabel
in this SM the discriminant DiscE [H](k) by ∆f (k), where f is the characteristic polynomial ofH(k).
A. Resultant and Sylvester matrix
Before discussing the discriminant, we start by introducing the resultant and the Sylvester matrix of two polynomials and by
reviewing their properties100,101.
Definition A.1 (Polynomial). A polynomial f(x) ∈ F [x] is defined as
f(x) =
n∏
i=1
(x− ξi) = anxn + an−1xn−1 + ...+ a1x+ a0, an 6= 0, (21)
where each coefficient ai belongs to the field F and each root ξi belongs to the extension of F . For example, if an, ..., a0 are
real numbers, ξ1, ..., ξn are complex numbers.
For characteristic polynomials of non-Hermitian HamiltoniansH, we choose the field F to be the complex number system C.
Definition A.2 (Resultant). Given two polynomials f(x) = anxn + ... + a0, g(x) = bmxm + ... + b0 ∈ F [x], their resultant
relative to the variable x is a polynomial over the field of coefficients of f(x) and g(x), and is defined as
R(f, g) = amn b
n
m
∏
i,j
(ξi − ηj), (22)
where f(ξi) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and g(ηj) = 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Theorem A.3. Let f(x) = anxn + ...+ a0, g(x) = bmxm + ...+ b0 ∈ F [x],
91. Suppose that f has n roots ξ1, ..., ξn in some extension of F . Then
R(f, g) = amn
n∏
i=1
g(ξi). (23)
2. Suppose that g has m roots η1, ..., ηm in some extension of F . Then
R(f, g) = (−1)mnbnm
m∏
j=1
f(ηj). (24)
The proof can be found in Refs. 100 and 101.
Theorem A.4. Let f and g be two non-zero polynomials with coefficients in a field F . Then f and g have a common root in
some extension of F if and only if their resultant R(f, g) is equal to zero.
Proof: Suppose γ is their common root, R(f, g) ∝ (γ − γ) = 0. Conversely, if R(f, g) = 0, at least one of the factors of
R(f, g) must be zero, say ξi − ηj = 0, then, ξi = ηj is their common root.
Hence, the resultant can be applied to determine whether two polynomials share a common root. However, by Definition
A.2, obtaining the value of the resultant requires to know the roots of each polynomial. The following theorem enables us to
calculate the resultant directly according to the coefficients of f and g by using the Sylvester matrix.
Definition A.5 (Sylvester matrix). The Sylvester matrix of two polynomials f(x) = anxn + ...+ a0, g(x) = bmxm + ...+ b0 ∈
F [x] is defined by
Syl(f, g) =

an an−1 an−2 . . . 0 0 0
0 an an−1 . . . 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 . . . a1 a0 0
0 0 0 · · · a2 a1 a0
bm bm−1 bm−2 . . . 0 0 0
0 bm bm−1 · · · 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 · · · b1 b0 0
0 0 0 · · · b2 b1 b0

, (25)
where an, ..., a0 are the coefficients of f and bm, ..., b0 are the coefficients of g.
Theorem A.6. The resultant of two polynomials f, g equals the determinant of their Sylvester matrix, namely
R(f, g) = det[Syl(f, g)] (26)
For example, if n = 3,m = 2,
R(f, g) = det

a3 a2 a1 a0 0
0 a3 a2 a1 a0
b2 b1 b0 0 0
0 b2 b1 b0 0
0 0 b2 b1 b0
 . (27)
The proof the this theorem can be found in Refs. 100 and 101.
B. Discriminant
Definition B.1 (Discriminant). Let f = anxn + ... + a0 be a polynomial with coefficients in an arbitrary field F . Then the
(standard) discriminant of f is defined as
∆(f) := a2n−2n ∆0(f) = a
2n−2
n
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(ξi − ξj)2 , (28)
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where ξ1, ..., ξn are the roots of f in some extension of F .
With this definition, we can use the discriminant to directly determine whether the polynomial f has double roots. Namely,
we have the following theorem.
Theorem B.2. Let f be a polynomial of degree n ≥ 1 with coefficients in a field F . Then f has a double root in some extension
of F if and only if ∆(f) = 0.
Furthermore, since the resultant can be computed by using its Sylvester matrix, the theorem below provides the connection
between the discriminant and the resultant.
Theorem B.3. The discriminant of f = anxn + ... + a0 can be expressed by the resultant of f and its derivative f ′ := ∂xf ,
namely
∆(f) = (−1)n(n−1)/2a−1n R(f, f ′). (29)
Proof: From f(x) = an
∏n
i=1(x−ξi) and f ′ (ξi) = an
∏
j 6=i (ξi − ξj), one can obtain the following equation by using Theorem
A.3,
R (f, f ′) = an−1+nn
n∏
i=1
∏
j 6=i
(ξi − ξj) = a2n−1n
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(ξi − ξj) (ξj − ξi)
= (−1)n(n−1)/2a2n−1n ∆0(f) = (−1)n(n−1)/2an∆(f).
(30)
Without knowing any root values, the explicit form of the discriminant can be obtained directly from the coefficients of the
polynomial. For non-Hermitian Hamiltonians, the characteristic polynomial has coefficient an = 1, so that we have
∆(f) = (−1)n(n−1)/2 det[Syl(f, f ′)]. (31)
This is the main equation, which we use in the main text to compute the discriminant.
C. Some examples
We use three example polynomials to show how the discriminant is computed in practice.
1. n = 2 case
If f(x) = ax2 + bx+ c, then
∆(f) = −a−1R (f, f ′) = −a−1 det
 a b c2a b 0
0 2a b
 = b2 − 4ac. (32)
2. n = 3 case
If f(x) = ax3 + bx2 + cx+ d, then
∆(f) = −a−1R (f, f ′) = −a−1 det

a b c d 0
0 a b c d
3a 2b c 0 0
0 3a 2b c 0
0 0 3a 2b c

= b2c2 − 4ac3 − 4b3d+ 18abcd− 27a2d2.
(33)
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3. n = 4 case
If f(x) = ax4 + bx3 + cx2 + dx+ e, then
∆(f) = a−1R (f, f ′) = a−1 det

a b c d e 0 0
0 a b c d e 0
0 0 a b c d e
4a 3b 2c d 0 0 0
0 4a 3b 2c d 0 0
0 0 4a 3b 2c d 0
0 0 0 4a 3b 2c d

=b2c2d2 − 4b2c3e− 4b3d3 + 18b3cde− 27b4e2 − 4ac3d2 + 16ac4e
+ 18abcd3 − 80abc2de− 6ab2d2e+ 144ab2ce2 − 27a2d4
+ 144a2cd2e− 128a2c2e2 − 192a2bde2 + 256a3e3.
(34)
D. Application to non-Hermitian Hamiltonians
Next, we apply the above considerations to characteristic polynomials fE(k) of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians H(k), which
have a complex energy spectrum. We consider generic two-band and three-band Hamiltonians, compute their discriminants
using Eqs. (25) and (31), and derive the criteria for the existence of degeneracy points (DPs).
1. Two-band example
Consider a generic two-band model
H(k) = h0(k)σ0 + hx(k)σx + hy(k)σy + hz(k)σz, (35)
where hµ(k) = hrµ(k) + ih
i
µ(k) are complex functions of k. The characteristic polynomial of the two-band model can be
written as
fE(k) = E
2 + b(k)E + c(k), (36)
where b(k) = −2h0(k) and c(k) = h20(k) − h2x(k) − h2y(k) − h2z(k). Computing the discriminant of polynomial (36) with
respect to the energy E, we obtain the following condition for the existence of DPs
∆f (k) = b
2(k)− 4c(k) = 4[h2x(k) + h2y(k) + h2z(k)] = 0. (37)
This condition can also be obtained from the energy spectrum. I.e., the two bands E± = h0(k)± ([h2x(k) + h2y(k) + h2z(k))1/2
are degenerate, whenever the square root is vanishing.
2. Three-band model
A generic three-band model is given by
H(k) =
8∑
ρ=1
gρ(k)λρ, (38)
where we have neglected a term proportional to the identity matrix, since it does not affect the band degeneracies. The eight
Gell-Mann matrices λρ are
λ1 =
 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 , λ2 =
 0 −i 0i 0 0
0 0 0
 , λ3 =
 1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 0
 , λ4 =
 0 0 10 0 0
1 0 0
 , (39)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. S1. Complex energy dispersions of the three-band model (43) for λ = 0 [panels (a) and (b)] and λ = +1/2 [panels (c) and (d)]. EPs and
branch cuts are indicated by green dots and black arcs, respectively. For λ = 0 there is a three-fold degenerate EP at k = 0. For λ = +1/2
this EP splits into two two-fold degenerate EPs.
λ5 =
 0 0 −i0 0 0
i 0 0
 , λ6 =
 0 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 , λ7 =
 0 0 00 0 −i
0 i 0
 , λ8 = 1√
3
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −2
 . (40)
The characteristic polynomial of Hamiltonian (38) can be written in the short form
fE(k) = E
3 + c(k)E + d(k), (41)
where c = −∑8s=1 g2s and d = g8 (−6g21 − 6g22 − 6g23 + 2g28 + 3 (g24 + g25 + g26 + g27)) /33/2−2g1 (g4g6 + g5g7)+2g2(g4g7−
g5g6) + g3
(−g24 − g25 + g26 + g27). From the discriminant of fE(k) we obtain the following condition for the existence of
degeneracy points
∆f (k) = −4c3(k)− 27d2(k) = 0. (42)
This is a relatively simple equation, which can be analyzed analytically in 2D systems.
II. SPLITTING A THREE-FOLD DEGENERATE EP
In this section we use an example to discuss how a three-fold degenerate EP can be split into two-fold degenerate EPs by
perturbations. For this purpose, we consider the following low-energy Hamiltonian with three bands
H(δk) =
 0 1 00 0 1
δk+ 0 0
+ λ
 i 1 01 −i 0
0 0 0
 , (43)
where δk+ = δkx + iδky . The first matrix has a three-fold degenerate EP at δk = 0, as shown in Figs. S1(a) and S1(b). The
second matrix, with |λ|  1, represents a small perturbation of this EP. To determine the effects of this perturbation we compute
the characteristic polynomial fE(δk) = E3−λE−(1+λ)δk+ and the discriminant ∆f (δk) = 4λ3−27(1+λ)2δk2+. From the
condition ∆f (δk) = 0, we find that the perturbation splits the three-fold degenerate EP at δk = 0 into two two-fold degenerate
EPs, as shown in Figs. S1(c) and S1(d). The two-fold degenerate EPs are located at (±kλ, 0) or (0,±kλ), for λ > 0 and λ < 0,
respectively, where kλ =
√
4|λ3|(1 + λ)−2/27. Hence, we conclude that three-fold (and higher) degenerate EPs are unstable
in the presence of generic perturbations.
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III. RELATION BETWEEN DISCRIMINANT NUMBER AND VORTICITY INVARIANT
Here, we derive the relation between the discriminant number ν(klD), Eq. (8), and the vorticity invariant
32 νij(k
l
D), Eq. (10),
from the main text. The discriminant number of a DP at klD reads
ν(klD) =
i
2pi
∮
Γ(klD)
dk · ∇k ln ∆f (k), (44)
where ∆f (k) is the discriminant of the characteristic polynomial fE(k) of the n× n HamiltonianH(k), i.e.,
∆f (k) =
∏
1≤i<j≤n
[Ei(k)− Ej(k)]2 , (45)
where Ei(k) are the energy bands ofH(k). Combining the above two equations we obtain
ν(klD) =
i
2pi
∮
Γ(klD)
dk · ∇k ln
∏
1≤i<j≤n
[Ei(k)− Ej(k)]2
=
i
2pi
∑
i 6=j
∮
Γ(klD)
dk · ∇k ln [Ei(k)− Ej(k)]
=
−1
2pi
∑
i 6=j
∮
Γ(klD)
dk · ∇k arg [Ei(k)− Ej(k)] =
∑
i 6=j
νij(k
l
D).
(46)
In going from the second to the third line we have used ln(z) = ln(|z|) + i arg(z).
IV. TERMINATIONS OF BRANCH CUTS
To show that a two-fold degenerate EP with ν = ±1 is always the termination of a branch cut in the energy spectrum, we
start with a generic non-Hermitian H(k) possessing a two-fold degenerate EP located at kD with energy ED. The Hamiltonian
H(kD) in biorthogonal basis (〈ψ¯i| and |ψi〉) can be written in Jordan canonical form; assuming the EP is the only DP at kD, we
can rearrange the order of the basis so that the in the Hamiltonian the first 2× 2 block for the EP reads
H2×2(kD) =
(
ED 1
0 ED
)
, (47)
and the remaining part of the Hamiltonian is diagonalized and represents the energy levels away from the EP. Consider momen-
tum δk slightly deviates away from kD as a perturbation for the Hamiltonian. Up to the first-order perturbation, the first block,
which is the projection of |φ1〉 and |φ2〉, still decouples from the diagonal part of the Hamiltonian and describes the effective
Hamiltonian near the EP in form of
Heff(kD + δk) ≈ h0(δk)σ0 +
3∑
l=1
hl(δk)σl. (48)
The energy spectrum is simply given by
E±(δk) = h0(δk)±∆E(δk), (49)
where ∆E(δk) =
√∑3
l=1 h
2
l (δk). Each entry ofHeff(kD+δk) is single-valued of δk by inheriting the property of the original
Hamiltonian (H(k)), which is single-valued in a proper basis. Hence, hα(δk) is single-valued, and only ∆E determines if the
energy spectrum possesses a branch cut.
To show the branch cut’s existence, the definition and value of the discriminant number are used to impose a constraint for the
energy spectrum
±1 = i
2pi
∮
Γ(kD)
dk · ∇k ln Disc[H](k) (50)
=
i
2pi
∮
Γ(kD)
dδk · ∇k ln Disc[Heff ](kD + δk) (51)
=
i
pi
∮
Γ(kD)
dδk · ∇k ln ∆E(δk), (52)
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where the integral path is an arbitrary small closed path encircling kD. Since the energy levels away from the EP do not make
any contribution to the integral, in the integral Disc[H](k) can be simplified to Disc[Heff ](kD + δk). Thus, the phase of ∆E
moves along the integral path is limited to±pi, which indicates the existence of a branch cut. That is, any integral path enclosing
the EP must cross over the branch cut once; hence, the EP must be the termination of the branch cut.
V. STABILITY OF EPs AND NDPs WITH DISCRIMINANT NUMBER ν
In this section we derive the number of conditions that must be satisfied for stable EPs and NDPs with discriminant number
ν. That is, we determine whether EPs and NDPs with discriminant number ν are stable in the presence of generic perturbations.
We focus only on two-fold degenerate DPs, since three-fold and higher-fold DPs are unstable against generic perturbations, see
Sec. II. Hence, to describe these two-fold degenerate EPs or NDPs in d-dimensional systems we can use the generic two-band
HamiltonianH(k) of Eq. (35), i.e.,
H(k) = hx(k)σx + hy(k)σy + hz(k)σz, (53)
where hl(k) = hrl (k) + ih
i
l(k) (l = x, y, z) are complex functions and k = (k1, ..., kd) is the d-dimensional momentum.
Here, we have neglected a term proportional to the identity matrix, as it does not change the band degeneracies. As discussed in
Eq. (42), the locations of DPs are found by solving for the zeros of the discriminant ∆f (k), i.e.,
1
4∆f (k) = h
2
x(k) + h
2
y(k) + h
2
z(k) = 0, (54)
Let us suppose that kD is a zero of the discriminant, i.e., that there exists a DP at kD with energy E = 0. Depending on whether
this DP is an NDP or an EP, the Hamiltonian at kD can be unitarily transformed to(
0 0
0 0
)
, or
(
0 a
0 0
)
(55)
respectively. For the NDP this means that all components of the h-vector at kD must be zero, while for the EP not all three
hl(kD) must be zero, but ∆f (kD) = 0. That is, we have
NDP : hl(kD) = 0, for all l,
EP : hl(kD) 6= 0, for some l, and ∆f (kD) = 0. (56)
For the NDP this gives six conditions (since hl are complex functions), while for the EP this gives only two conditions. From
this we conclude that EPs are stable in 2D BZs, whose two independent momenta can be adjusted such that two conditions
are simultaneously satisfied. NDPs, on the other hand, are unstable in 2D BZs and only become stable in 6D BZs, where six
momenta can be adjusted independently to satisfy the six conditions. These are, however, only the minimal number of conditions.
Depending on the order of the EP or NDP (i.e., its discriminant number ν) the number of conditions might be even higher. So let
us ask how many conditions must be satisfied for an EP or NDP of order ν to be realized? To answer this question we consider
EPs and NDPs separately and use again the generic two-band model (53).
1. Stability of EPs of order ν
To study the stability of EPs of order ν, we assume that the two-band Hamiltonian (53) has a two-fold degenerate EP of order
ν at kD. The discriminant (54), which is zero at kD, can be expanded around kD as
∆f (kD + δk) = ∆
r
f (kD + δk) + i∆
i
f (kD + δk) =
∞∑
n+m=1
(αrnm + iα
i
nm)δk
n
xδk
m
y , (57)
where αr/inm are real numbers. Let us first assume that the linear terms in the expansion of the discriminant are non-vanishing
(i.e., αr/i10 6= 0 and αr/i01 6= 0) and define the matrix
α :=
(
αr10 α
r
01
αi10 α
i
01
)
, (58)
whose entries are all real and non-zero. The discriminant number measures the number of windings in the phase structure of
∆f (k) around kD, which, up to first order in δk, is determined by the matrix α. When detα = 0 the phase winding is zero
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giving ν = 0, since the complex phases αrnm + iα
i
nm in the two k directions (10) and (01) are identical. This corresponds to an
EP of order ν = 0, which is realized when the three conditions Re∆f (kD) = 0, Im∆f (kD) = 0, and detα = 0 are satisfied
(first row of Table I). When detα 6= 0, however, the phase winds 2pi around kD, yielding |ν| = 1. This corresponds to an EP of
order ν = |1|, for which only two conditions, Re∆f (kD) = 0 and Im∆f (kD) = 0, must be satisfied (second row of Table I).
For an EP of order |ν| = 2, all four entries of α must be zero, as otherwise terms linear in δk dominate in the expansion (57),
giving winding |ν| ≤ 1. Similarly, for an EP or order |ν| = N , all terms αr/inm with m + n < N must be zero, as otherwise
lower-order terms in the expansion (57) dominate, yielding |ν| < N . Hence, in order to realize an EP with |ν| = N the following
conditions must be satisfied
Re∆f (kD) = 0; Im∆f (kD) = 0; αrnm = 0, α
i
nm = 0, for all m+ n < N. (59)
These are in total 2 + 2(2 + 3 + ... + N) = N(N + 1) conditions (third row of Table I). We note that these are necessary,
but not always sufficient conditions for the existence of an EP with |ν| = N . That is, the discriminant number ν depends on
the particular values of αr/inm, with n + m = N . In fact, in general one can derive a phase diagram as a function of α
r/i
nm (with
n+m = N ), which contains regions where |ν| = N , but also regions where |ν| = N − 2l with any positive integer l.
2. Stability of NDPs of order ν
To analyze the stability of NDPs of order ν, we assume that the generic two-band Hamiltonian (53) has a two-fold degenerate
NDP of order ν at kD. The three coefficients of the Pauli matrices in Eq. (53), which are zero at kD, can be expanded around
kD as
hl(kD + δk) =
∞∑
n+m=1
(βrlnm + iβ
i
lnm)δk
n
xδk
m
y , (60)
with l = x, y, z. Here, the coefficients satisfy βr/ilnm = β
r/i
lmn, but are otherwise mutually independent. We note that to analyze
the stability of NDPs, expansion (60) must be used instead of expansion (57), since for NDPs the αr/inm are not independent of
each other. Inserting expansion (60) into Eq. (54), we get
∆f (kD + δk) = 4
∑
l=x,y,z
[ ∞∑
n+m=1
(βrlnm + iβ
i
lnm)δk
n
xδk
m
y
]2
. (61)
If all βr/ilnm are nonzero in the above equation, the NDP has in general discriminant number |ν| = 2, as the lowest order terms
are quadratic in δk. For an NDP of order |ν| = 2N (N > 1), all terms βrlnm and βilnm with m + n < N must be zero, such
that the lowest order terms in Eq. (61) are of order 2N in δk. In other words, the derivatives (∂/∂k)qhl(kd) must be zero for
all q = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 and l = x, y, z, which gives 6(2 + 3 + . . . + N) = 3(N + 2)(N − 1) conditions. Together with the
requirement that hl(kD) = 0 for l = x, y, z, this gives 3N(N + 1) conditions to realize an NDP with |ν| = 2N (sixth row of
Table I).
For an NDP with odd |ν| = (2N + 1) (N > 0), the lowest order term in expansion (61) must be of order δk2N+1. Hence,
in Eq. (61) all terms βr/ilnm with m + n < N must be zero (giving 3N(N + 1) conditions), such that Eq. (61) contains terms of
order δk2N , δk2N+1, and higher. The requirement that also all terms of order δk2N vanish, gives another 2(2N +1) conditions.
Hence, in total we have 3N(N + 1) + 2(2N + 1) = (3N + 1)(N + 2) conditions to from NDPs of order |ν| = (2N + 1)
(seventh row of Table I).
As before, we note that these conditions are necessary, but not always sufficient to from NDPs of order ν. That is, ν depends
in general on the particular values of βr/ilnm, giving a phase diagram with regions where |ν| is 2N (or 2N + 1), and other regions
where |ν| = N − 2l with any positive integer l. For example, for |ν| = 3 we find that depending on the values of βr/ilnm both
NDPs with |ν| = 3 and |ν| = 1 can form. Indeed, this is the simplest way to form NDPs with |ν| = 1, since expansion (61) does
not contain linear terms. Hence for NDPs with |ν| = 1 a minimum of twelve conditions must be satisfied (fifth row of Table I).
The results of this section are summarized in Table I in the main text. We conclude that in two dimensions only EPs with
|ν| = 1 are stable, whereas EPs of higher order and NDPs of arbitrary order can be split into EPs with |ν| = 1 by generic
petrubations. To form NDPs or EPs of higher order, additional conditions must be satisfied, which might be guaranteed by the
presence of symmetries. Table I shows that the number of conditions need to from an EP or NDP with discriminant number
ν scales with ν2. We also observe that for ν > 3, it is more difficult to from EPs rather than NDPs, since a larger number of
constraints must be satisfied.
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(a) (b)
FIG. S2. Complex energy dispersion of the surface Hamiltonian (65) in the region |m(kˆ)| < 1. The surface spectrum has only one EP (green
dot) located at (−0.02, 0), which violates the doubling theorem. There are two branch cuts (black lines) emanating from the surface EP.
VI. EXAMPLE OF 3D LATTICE HAMILTONIAN WITH SURFACE EPs AND FPs THAT BREAK DOUBLING THEOREMS
In this section we present a 3D reflection-symmetric Hamiltonian, which exhibits anomalous EPs and FPs on its surface that
break the doubling theorems. With this example, we demonstrate that these anomalous surface EPs and FPs must be accompanied
by bulk exceptional lines and bulk Fermi lines, respectively. The 3D reflection-symmetric Hamiltonian is defined on the cubic
lattice and given by
H3D(k) =(m(k) + cos kz)Γ0 +
√
2 sin(kx + pi/4)Γ1 + (i+ sin ky)Γ2 + sin kzΓ3 − giΓ1Γ2, (62)
where m(k) = cos kx + cos ky − 2.7 and g = 0.2. The gamma matrices are defined as Γ0 = ρ3σ0 and Γi = ρ1σi and
obey the anticommutation relations {Γα,Γβ} = 2δαβI4×4. We note that in the absence of the last term, giΓ1Γ2, the en-
ergy bands of H3D(k) are two-fold degenerate in the entire BZ. The term giΓ1Γ2 splits the degeneracy and gives rise to
EPs at some isolated points or lines in the BZ. Hamiltonian H3D(k) is reflection symmetric under z → −z, i.e., it satisfies
RzH3D(kx, ky,−kz)R−1z = H3D(~k), with the reflection operator Rz = ρ3σ3. This reflection symmetry relates the surface
Hamiltonians on the (001) and (001¯) faces to each other. Moreover, it guarantees that the bulk spectrum of H3D(k) does not
depend on the boundary conditions along the z direction (open or periodic) and that there is no skin effect98.
To compute the surface Hamiltonian and surface states on the (001) and (001¯) faces, we perform a Fourier transform of
Eq. (62) and obtain
Hˆ3D(kˆ) =
∑
1≤z≤L
{
c†z
Γ0 + iΓ3
2
cz+1 + c
†
z
Γ0 − iΓ3
2
cz−1
+ c†z
[
m(kˆ)Γ0 +
√
2 sin(kx + pi/4)Γ1 + (i+ sin ky)Γ2 − giΓ1Γ2]cz
}
, (63)
where c†z and cz are creation and annihilation operators, respectively, L is the number of layers in the z direction, and kˆ =
(kx, ky). Assuming open boundary conditions in the z-direction and using Harper’s equation, we solve for the surface states on
the (001¯) face, which gives
|1〉 =
∑
1≤z≤L
αz(i 0 1 0)
T c†z|0〉, |2〉 =
∑
1≤z≤L
αz(0 1 0 i)
T c†z|0〉, (64)
where αz obeys the recurrence relation αz+1 = −m(kˆ)αz . In the region defined by |m(kˆ)| < 1, the above two states are
localized at z = 1, i.e., at the (001¯) face, while outside this region there are no surface states. By projecting the Hamiltonian
onto the subspace spanned by the two surface states (64), we obtain an effective Hamiltonian describing the (001¯) surface, which
is given by
Hsurf(k) =
√
2 sin(kx + pi/4)σx + (i+ sin ky)σy + gσz, (65)
with surface spectrum E±surf = ±
√
sin(2kx) +
1
2 + g
2 − 12 cos(2ky) + 2i sin ky . This surface Hamiltonian has a single EP
located at (−0.02, 0) with energy E = 0 and discriminant number ν = −1, as illustrated in Fig. S2. This clearly violates the
doubling theorem, since there is no other EP that could compensate the nonzero ν of the EP at (−0.02, 0). Assuming chemical
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potential µ = 0, surface Hamiltonian (65) exhibits also only one FP, namely at (−0.02, 0), with winding number W = −1,
which violates the doubling theorem for FPs.
Let us now check whether there exists also an EP (FP) at the (001) surface, which could potentially cancel the discriminant
number of the EP (winding number of the FP) at the (001¯) surface. For this purpose, we repeat similar steps as above and obtain
the two states
|3〉 =
∑
1≤z≤L
βz(i 0 − 1 0)T c†z|0〉, |4〉 =
∑
1≤z≤L
βz(0 − 1 0 i)T c†z|0〉, (66)
where βz obeys the recurrence relation βz−1 = −m(kˆ)βz . For |m(kˆ)| < 1, the above two states are localized at z = L, i.e., at
the (001) face, whereas outside this region no surface states exist. By projecting the Hamiltonian onto the subspace spanned by
the two surface states (66) we obtain an effective Hamiltonian for the (001) surface, which is identical to Eq. (65). The reason for
why the two surface Hamiltonians are identical is the reflection symmetry Rz , which lets z → L− z + 1, thereby mapping the
two surfaces onto each other. Indeed, we find that Rz maps the states |1〉 and |2〉 onto the states |3〉 and |4〉, leading to identical
surface Hamiltonians. As a consequence, both the (001¯) surface and the (001) surface have each one EP (FP) with discriminant
number ν = −1 (winding number W = −1). Therefore, the violation of the doubling theorems by the (001¯) surface is not
compensated by the (001) surface.
This is in apparent contradiction with the doubling theorems (5) and (9), since we can view Hamiltonian (63) with open
boundary conditions in the z direction as a periodic 2D systems with L sites per unit cell. This contradiction is resolved by the
existence of exceptional lines (Fermi lines) in the 3D bulk spectrum, such that the sum over all discriminant numbers (winding
numbers) is zero. Indeed, the bulk Hamiltonian H3D(k) with periodic boundary conditions in all three directions possesses two
exceptional rings within the ky = 0 plane [red rings in Fig. S3(a)]. These exceptional rings have nonzero discriminant numbers
ν, which cancel the topological charges of the surface EPs. For chemical potential µ = 0, the two red rings in Fig. S3(a) are
simultaneously also Fermi lines, whose winding numbers cancel the winding numbers of the surface FPs. We note that the bulk
Hamiltonian H3D(k) exhibits, in addition, two overlapping exceptional rings within the kz = 0 plane [blue ring in Fig. S3(a)].
The topological charges of these two overlapping rings cancel each other out.
To see how precisely the topological charges in the bulk and at the surface neutralize each other, we now consider Hamiltonian
Hˆ3D(kˆ), Eq. (63), with a fixed number of L layers and open boundary conditions along the z direction. For a small number of
layers, the top and bottom surface states couple. By sandwiching Hamiltonian (62) with the states (64) and (66), the coupling
between the two surfaces can be described by
H2surf(kˆ) =
(Hsurf(kˆ) δ(kˆ)σz
δ(kˆ)σz Hsurf(kˆ)
)
, (67)
where δ(kˆ) = (1 −m2(kˆ))/(m−L(kˆ) −mL(kˆ)). From this equation we can see that the hybridization of the top and bottom
surfaces leads to a small shift (i.e., a splitting) of the surface EPs (FPs), but does not change their discriminant number ν (winding
number W ). For concreteness we now consider H3D(k) with L = 8 layers in the z-direction and numerically determine its FPs
and EPs. The phase structure of detH3D(k) is shown in Fig. S3(b). We observe twelve vortices in the phase structure which
correspond to twelve FPs and EPs. (The locations of the FPs and EPs coincide for this particular example.) The lines across
which the color changes abruptly, from red to blue, correspond to branch cuts. In Fig. S3(c) we present the wave function
amplitudes of the states at the FPs (EPs), which show that the first two FPs (EPs), which are closest to kx = 0, are surface
FPs (EPs), while the other ones are bulk FPs (EPs). These bulk FPs (EPs) originate from the discretization of the Fermi lines
(exceptional lines) shown in Fig. S3(a). We find that the two surface FPs (EPs) haveW = −1 (ν = −1), the four bulk FPs (EPs)
with Nos. 3 to 6 have also W = −1 (ν = −1), whereas the remaining bulk FPs (EPs) (Nos. 7 to 12) have W = +1 (ν = +1).
Thus, the winding number (discriminant number) of all FPs (EPs) cancel out, such that the doubling theorems are satisfied.
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FIG. S3. Exceptional points/lines and Fermi points/lines of the 3D lattice Hamiltonian (62). Panel (a) shows the exceptional rings and
Fermi rings of Hamiltonian (62) in the 3D BZ. The two red rings, located within the ky = 0 plane, have nonzero ν and W , which cancel the
topological charges of the surface EPs and FPs. The blue ring, within the kz = 0 plane, consists of two overlapping exceptional rings, each of
which has two-fold degeneracy. The topological charges of these two overlapping rings cancel each other. The panels in (b) present the phase
structure of det Hˆ3D(kˆ) with L = 8 layers in the 2D BZ. Vortices in the phase structure correspond to FPs (and EPs), indicated by the black
dots. We note that FPs and EPs are located at exactly the same position. The right panel is a zoom-in of the left panel around kˆ = 0. The
panels in (c) show the wave function amplitudes |ψ|2 of the states at the FPs/EPs. The first two FPs/EPs states are located at the surface, while
the remaining ten are bulk states.
